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VIDEO

Six lessons from the experiences of schools and
universities as they adapted to teaching and
learning during the pandemic
Tony Bates

1. For school pupils remote teaching is not an effective
substitute for the classroom.
2. We must focus on access to remote/online learning
3. 20-25% of the world can’t access online teaching
because they don’t have the bandwidth
4. We need asynchronous learning as well as live video
teaching
5. The pandemic will accelerate the trend to blended
learning
6. HE teachers need training for remote teaching

ZOOM
Research in open and distance learning:
Two solitudes?
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Pandemic raised profile of online learning.
Students like flexibility of asynchronous ODL
But perceived as less effective
Undergraduates want to go back to campus with some ODL
Costly challenge for HE leaders

- TWO SOLITUDES OF RESEARCH
USA vs. Europe & Commonwealth
- ODL research ignored during pandemic pivot
- Only 1/199 papers in US journal on ODL administration cited
best known ODL scholars.
- Where is this going?

-
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1938

Founding conference of the
International Council for Correspondence Education
(which became ICDE in 1982)

"By equality of educational opportunity, we mean extending education of equal
quality to everyone, no matter how humble their birth, no matter where they may
live, and no matter what their reasonable aspirations may be...
I trust that everything we do in this conference will be evaluated in terms of this.”
From the address to the 1938 conference by ICCE President, Knute Broady

A good aspiration for PCF-10?

1969

The University of the Air becomes The Open University

Geoffrey Crowther
July 23, 1969

Neil Armstrong
July 16, 1969
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"We are open as to methods: every new form of human
communication will be examined to see how it can be used
to raise and broaden the level of human understanding.
There is no restriction on techniques...
"We are open, finally, as to ideas: We start on this task
in this very week when the Universe has opened. The
limits not only of explorable space, but of human
understanding, are infinitely wider than we have
believed..."

2022
The pandemic has increased inequalities and exacerbated the pre-existing
educational crisis. Disruptions have ranged from no school closures in a
handful of countries to more than a year of closures in a number of
countries. Lack of connectivity and equipment prevented at least a third of
learners from pursuing distance learning. ... the consequences in terms of
learning, health, well-being and drop-out are considerable. Making
education a priority public good is essential to avoid a generational
catastrophe and enable a sustainable recovery.

Institutions wishing to contribute to this 'priority public good' must do more
than continue some remote teaching for their traditional pupils and students.
Open to People
Open admission works!
With sensitive guidance, motivated people can study successfully without satisfying traditional pre-requisites.

Open to Places
Home is not a conducive study environment for many children. Open schools combine home study with study centres
that provide human support. Conventional schools and universities should team up with open schools to support to their
work.

Open to Methods
It’s high time to address the connectivity issue at all levels: equipment and data plans.

Open to Ideas
For example: more short, free online courses addressing key post-pandemic challenges for ordinary people

CONCLUSION
v Covid-19 could create a generational catastrophe in
education.
v ODL provides an opportunity avoid it…
v … if we emphasise the OPEN in
OPEN and Distance Learning.
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